In Nanking 1942, following a series of assassination attempts on officials of the Japanese-controlled puppet government, the Japanese spy chief Taketa (Huang Xiaoming) gathers a group of suspects in a mansion house for questioning. A tense game of "cat and mouse" ensues as the Chinese espionage agent attempts to send out a crucial message while protecting his/her own identity. (Thriller, 2009)

Anna (Carina Lau), a wealthy Hong Kong housewife, suddenly finds herself deep in financial trouble as her only source of income, her husband, disappears. Her driver, Fai (Chen Kun), needs to find a way for his wife to give birth in Hong Kong. (Drama, 2013)

Lin Xiaochun, a 13-year-old unpolished violin-playing child prodigy, comes to Beijing together with his father, who is a humble cook and sacrifices his life-savings and security by moving to Beijing to secure violin-lessons to enhance the son’s natural talent. A heart warming story of father and son in search of each other in an alienating modern city. (Drama, 2003)
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